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Enso Weekly Update - Nov 22, 2020 
 
I want to share with you the process Enso Center followed in our encounter with COVID and our plan to follow 
if it happens again. It is good to have a plan and even better when the plan has been tested. I also wanted to 
let you know about our outdoor covered workout spaces. We’re giving them names to make it easier to refer to 
them. 
 

When Dominik felt symptoms he let us know right away. He quarantined and got tested. We had all the 
teachers tested and Dominik was the only one to test positive. We notified everyone who had been in contact 
with any of the teachers in an extended window, two weeks before symptoms. His symptoms decreased and 
he repeated the test and it was still positive. Jonathan who shared the same living area quarantined with him. 
Jonathan repeated the test two weeks after his exposure and was still negative. We all followed medical 
recommendations. We had the center thoroughly cleaned and disinfected twice, pausing Safe Start classes 
and the use of the center’s indoors for filming for two weeks.  
 

Safe Start classes and indoor filming of remote online classes have been active again now for a week and we 
have had no recurrences or reports.  
  
Plan If We Encounter A Similar Situation In The Future 
 

1. Identify exposure or symptoms and quarantine. 
2. Notify everyone possibly exposed and get tested. 
3. Pause or adapt programs to stop continued exposure. 
4. Consult most recent guidelines and medical professionals. Here’s a link to the CDC guidelines. 
5. Resume activities after two weeks without incident or known exposure. 

  
Things I Think Helped Prevent The Spread 
 

 
 We have only had in-person classes, outdoors, covered with heaters, disinfecting the mats between 

participants.  
 We have an outdoor wash station as well as hand sanitizer and disinfectant available and encourage 

their use. 
 We require people of all ages to wear masks and maintain six feet distance between individuals or 

family groups.  
 Classes are fifteen feet apart.  
 We have encouraged people to use the bathroom before they come to class. In the event people do 

need to use the bathroom we keep the window open and encourage them to disinfect after use. We 
also do additional bathroom cleanings regularly. 

  
I want to let everyone know you can catch this virus with no apparent source. Dominik has been very careful 
and conscientious and still has no idea where he could have caught it. Nobody he contacted had it either. 
Having said that, we are making a good faith effort to make sure we are as safe as we know how. Please 
follow the science and reason while erring on the side of caution. 
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/end-home-isolation.html
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Our Outdoor Workout Spaces - Cedar Dojang and Iron Dojo 
 

We have two covered outdoor heated spaces. Each one capable of running two classes. We are calling the 
new metal structure closer to the road the Iron Dojo / Dojang and the one on the connected wood deck the 
Cedar Dojang / Dojo. These have room for two six person classes (one teacher and five students). These 
outdoor locations allow us to spread even farther apart using temporary canopies when needed. It is our hope 
this will make for fun and safe classes but it requires everyone to be mindful and patient. Parents and other 
family members please give the classes the space they need to follow guidelines. 
 

We will be closed Nov 26 - 27, 2020 for Thanksgiving.  Thank you everyone for your ongoing support and 
Happy Thanksgiving! Please continue to be safe and kind with each other.  
  
- Jason Mix 
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